Questions asked in "Chat" at the second Whipps Cross
Hospital Redevelopment online meeting, Tuesday 2nd March
Compare this list with the questions that were chosen for answering and
the shallow answers provided. List provided by Geoffrey Wolfson.
from Samir Miah to all attendees: 12:04 PM
Hi Alistair
from Karel Schling to all attendees: 12:04 PM
How many people are at this public meeting?
from Samir Miah to all attendees: 12:04 PM
will the maternity ward be bigger
from Samir Miah to all attendees: 12:04 PM
can we be updated with all the news through emails or post
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:05 PM
How is whipps cross reviweing the number of ICU beds that are needed as recommneded this week?
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:05 PM
All specialist servces provided today provided in the Conaught Day Centre will continue to be
provided in the new hospital. We are working along side hospital and primary care clinicians to
develop this.
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:06 PM
how about new mortuary
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:06 PM
will you guys be making a new mortuary
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:07 PM
can you email the powerpoint to me to samirmiah1234lol@gmail.com
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:07 PM

Bill, we are working with ICU multi disciplinary clinical staff on this. We will be having additional ICU
beds in the new hospital and we will have flexibility with other beds if needed.
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:07 PM
what is happening with margaret centre and end of life care eg hospice
from Chris D to all attendees: 12:07 PM
Is the trust anticipate serving a reduced population with the reduced sized hospital? The large
residential development opposite suggests this will increase?
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:07 PM
Samir, we will be reproviding the mrtuary in the new building
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:08 PM
will it be a new mortuary
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:08 PM
What evidence is there that fewer parking spaces will be needed than originally proposed?
from Adrian Stannard to all attendees: 12:08 PM
What services and space will be lost once the Margaret Centre is closed?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:08 PM
how about a canteen and well being room for the staff
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:09 PM
Samir, It will be a Deceased Holding Unit as it is in the hospital currently. Is this what you mean?
from Chris D to all attendees: 12:09 PM
Will the design proposals be going through an RIBA design review prior to submission fas would be
expected for such a large development?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:09 PM
when you make a new building will you make a new mortuarty

from Gregory Madden to everyone: 12:09 PM
Samir we will be publishing the slide deck on our website.
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:09 PM
Samir, we are working with our clinical staff and we will be having a canteen as we do currently and
there will be staff well being rooms and space
from Adrian Stannard to all attendees: 12:10 PM
Has a working group been set up with TfL, LBWF and Barts been set up to produce details of the new
transport arrangements needed for the 44 acres site?
from Charlotte Fuller to all attendees: 12:10 PM
Willthe
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:10 PM
will there be more births centre like vaginal birth private araes and water births
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:10 PM
What is the current budget for the new hospital and how it is being funded?
from Charlotte Fuller to all attendees: 12:10 PM
will the new site have an aseptic compounding unit?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:11 PM
Amazing setting, maybe more of a Forest Hospital than a garden!
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:11 PM
how many maternity beds are the now and how many in the proposed development
from Crispin Acton to all attendees: 12:11 PM
Am interested to know more about planning of stronger primary and community services,
particularly in Redbridge. From your documents, plans for new services look firmer in Waltham
Forest with much less detail given for Redbridge. Are things moving ahead for Redbridge and will you
be able to give us more reassurance on this in future?

from john Kear to everyone: 12:11 PM
how do you use a camera on here
from Geoffrey Wolfson to Alastair Finney (privately): 12:11 PM
How many car parking places are there today in WXH? How many car parking spaces will there be in
the proposed car park? GW
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:12 PM
Signle phase build, great way to do it, no gaps in service would be great but certainly a challenge
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:12 PM
Samir, there will be a birthing centre that will include provision for water births
from David Kearney to all attendees: 12:12 PM
Why is the multi storey carpark backing onto to backs of people's houses (i.e Fulready Rd &
Peterborough Rd) and not in a space where it will block people's sunlight and space in there
gardens?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:13 PM
will you get ore doctors also dont let men doctors deliver babys let wome do it womwn dont want
men looking at there vagina
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:14 PM
Sorry to be late (issues with tech). Have you covered/ can you cover the provision for specialist
palliative care in the absence of the Margaret Centre, please
from Noel Chapman to all attendees: 12:14 PM
If the Panhandle land is turned into publ;ic
from natalie firminger to everyone: 12:14 PM
Re Bill Wright at Car Parking we are committed to a new car park in advance of the new hospital. we
will then work with local partners to improve local transport links to the hospital. We will have a
second car park as part of our planning submission which is post the hospital build that will allow us
to review at that time

from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:14 PM
Buses that go right up to the front door, as close as possible, would be brilliant, will there be cycling
provisions put in? Seems a great opp so close to Epping Forest
from Adeeb Azam to everyone: 12:14 PM
Bill, we are currently working with the Department of Health and NHS England / Improvement
regarding the cost of the hospital. This is on-going as we further develop the design and progress
through teh OBC. The expectation is that it will be funded through government although this will be
partly offset by sales proceeds.
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:14 PM
thanks for update where is the addiotnal care park to be sited?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:15 PM
will this powerpoint be email to us all
from Lisa Lisker to all attendees: 12:15 PM
I understand that there is a reduction in number of beds. Is this due to the increased number of
single rooms?
from Anthony Thorne to all attendees: 12:15 PM
In light of the problems as a result of the pandemic with its spread within high density population
have plans been reviewed to see what changes are required to provide the necessary space for
isolation and the mental health of staff and patients?Surveys have show that patients recover faster
with access to green space such as sight of green space from ward windows?Is the proposal to
include residential accommodation on the site is not only going to increase demand for hospital
services and the increase traffic flows not only to service the hospital and the additional residents?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:15 PM
need more private rooms for women giving birth
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:15 PM
Can we please refrain from comments like who should and shouldn't be delivering babies. Not why
we are here today.

from natalie firminger to everyone: 12:15 PM
Re Jack Parker we are working with local partners and TFL to improve links and we will have cycle
facilities as we do already
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:16 PM
Thanks Natalie, keeping quiet and will listen from now on and save questions for a but!
from H Liddle to all attendees: 12:16 PM
Yesterday it was publicised widely in the media that NHS England has said that even before covid
reached the uk our health service was struggling with insufficient critical care beds. We have also
been told that covid is something we have to plan to exist with in future years but that you are still
planning to to reduce the number of beds in spite of both covid and the increased number of homes
and residents on the Whipps Cross site and in neighbouring boroughs. For non critical care you plan
to discharge patients earlier into care in the community which is currently struggling hugely.
Why?

from Crispin Acton to all attendees: 12:16 PM
Can you outline the continuing function for the heritage buildings? Are they still part of the hospital?
from Geoffrey Wolfson to deborah madden (privately): 12:17 PM
How can the Trust be sure that the patient flows and pathways between the hospital and the
community will be sufficiently robust and that the supply of community based care will be sufficient
to ensure that WXH beds are not "blocked"? Are YOU content and confident with the arrangements
that the Trust is making with our NHS and LA and third sector provider colleagues? GW
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:17 PM
what willl happen with intensive care
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:18 PM
what will happen with the old hospital
from Noel Chapman to all attendees: 12:19 PM

if the Pandhandle land is turned into a public thoroughfare, what provisions are you considering in
terms of security? What consoderations are being made in terms that thoroughfare cannot be
illuminated because of the close proximity to the houses and gardens adjoining - many of the houses
are just 10 metres away.
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:20 PM
Love the layout, seems smart to have the separated lifts in this 4 quaderants - what is the height of
the proposals please?
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:20 PM
Trudy, this is not correct. we will continue to provide emergency care as we do today
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:20 PM
what will happen to the old hospital buliding
from sheila to everyone: 12:21 PM
What is planned for Sorbus House where presently staff go to to get help etc with their smart cards
for computer access and patient record access
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:22 PM
What commitments have been made to use the space allocated for community care? How is it being
funded?
from Vicky Grandon to all attendees: 12:22 PM
Before leaving Scotland, I was a patient at the redeveloped and expanded Queen Elizabeth Hospital
where I witnessed two complex problems - the parking spaces including a multi-storey were
insufficient and staff on exhaustingly long shifts were unable to reach their vehicle safely and
quickly; and ventilation/heating problems led to whole wards being suddenly shut whilst the new
technology was "fixed". Will the new Whipps Cross site be able to avoid these serious problems,
common with developed spaces?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:22 PM
Bus routes: brilliant, impressed!
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:23 PM

Access looks great. Good job
from Noel Chapman to all attendees: 12:23 PM
The end of the Panhandle land has a long established business using land between Lea Bridge Road
and the Panhandle, what will happen to that land and the business?
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:23 PM
Will any additional ICU beds that are identified following a review result in fewer beds for other
needs
from Delroy Dixon to everyone: 12:23 PM
Will the new hospital increased beds compared to current hospital?
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:23 PM
Cycling is not an option for the elderly, sick pregnant women and families nor is it reasonable to
expect all staff to cycle to and from work. Public transport is inadequate at the moment and TfL are
non committal bar possible double decker to site. seems you are pushing the transport/ parking
problem back to service users.
from Karel Schling to all attendees: 12:23 PM
How mutch of the exiting land will be used for comercial development and how mutch for new
hospital?
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:23 PM
what is happening with onsite mental health and community care facilities
from David Kearney to all attendees: 12:24 PM
What going to happen with the backs of people's houses in peterborough rd if your going to have a
pedistrain walk way. right behind there houses. How are you going to protect people's gardens
from Geoffrey Wolfson to all panelists: 12:24 PM
Will you be publicising the proposed Bus Routes and frequency of service? The hospital will need
frequent services from many bus routes to compensate for the reduction in car park places.? GW
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:25 PM

Sheila, the function currently done in Sorbus House will be encomapassed within the new hospital
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:25 PM
Could the multi storey car park be 'greened'? Some plants etc on the outside
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:25 PM
as proposed housing is going to be car free what will stop residents going into hospital car park
from judy boyle to everyone: 12:25 PM
How many staff are at the staff on any day? Will there be any parking available for patients?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:26 PM
Really love 'bringing the forest in'
from Lisa Powell to everyone: 12:26 PM
Reducing the car park will cause issues. Parking there now is not easy at all and not everyone wants
to use public transport.
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:26 PM
What are the current working assumptions on total fundign needed and how much will be from
central government and how much from sale of land?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:27 PM
Future proofing for a 2nd multi storet was on the slide a couple back @lisa
from Paul Bell to everyone: 12:27 PM
Re buses - the plan is to maintain bus routes through the site, removing the low bridge barrier to
double deckers - as David has described the proposal is also to improve pedestrian connections to
bus and public traffic infrastructure beyond the site
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:27 PM
will you guys have a air ambulance
from Karel Schling to all attendees: 12:27 PM

Will any new housing be provided for hospital staff?

from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:27 PM
with your transport plans how improved will the links to wanstead and snaresbrook be.
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:28 PM
there will be 51 fewer beds that's a 10% cut . and with a fast growing population the new hospital is
not future proof .
from George to everyone: 12:28 PM
Good afternoon, thank you for the invitation. Please may I ask if we could request a copy of these
plans, as they have more detail and how does this involve Peterborough Road?
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:28 PM
A new park will be a nice addtion
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:28 PM
Can I ask if there is future proofing for further hospital expansion? Adding additional floors or
extensions etc thanks
from julia to everyone: 12:28 PM
Reducing the car park size already when there is such a need for it. Our bus provision was reduced
three years ago to two buses an hour to the hospital. People do rely on their cars when public
transport is so poor.
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:29 PM
Wildflowers and anything that helps biodiversity would be appreciated
from Geoffrey Wolfson to all panelists: 12:29 PM
What will be in the "Heritage Buildings"? NHS Services? Community Services & Facilities? End of Life
Care / Palliative Care? Intermediate Care? GW
from Paul Bell to everyone: 12:29 PM

On the car park - our proposal is to have a planted screen wall to the upper levels
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:29 PM
Thanks Paul
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:29 PM
Who will be responsible for garden and site maintenance?
from Anthony Thorne to all attendees: 12:29 PM
With the number of access routes what assessment has been done about the potential of anti-social
behaviour and crime which appears to be the current problems with high density and high rise
developments?
from Geoffrey Wolfson to all panelists: 12:29 PM
Will there be a Day Hospital? GW
from judy boyle to everyone: 12:30 PM
Will there be on site pathology?
from Crispin Acton to all attendees: 12:30 PM
Reduction of bus services (W12) in recent years is a problem. Need for more than warm words from
TfL.
from Paul Bell to everyone: 12:31 PM
Car parking - bringing the car parking together in a multi storey car park will improve the current
experience of dispersed areas of surface parking making it easier to find a space
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:31 PM
Really love the new access link from lea bridge road
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:31 PM
how about funeral cars
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:32 PM
can you email this powerpoint

from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:32 PM
What are the possible outcomes from the planning application
from Noel Chapman to all attendees: 12:32 PM
As the buses converge at the bus hub at Whipps X Roundabout, why would peole get off at the bus
stop before to have to cross Leabridge Road and walk the rest of the way through a new
thoroughfare - Fille Brook Lane?
from Paul Bell to everyone: 12:32 PM
Additional expansion - yes, we have included space for potential future expansion although currently
no additional future demand has been modelled.
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:32 PM
Are the buildings to be demolished not suitable for retrofit?
from Noel Chapman to all attendees: 12:33 PM
How will the demolition work on the Old Nurses Home impact upon neighbouring homes?
from Adeeb Azam to everyone: 12:33 PM
Bill, the assessment of the funding needed is being worked through - at the current time it is a
moving picture as we continue to develop the design and progress other aspects of the business
case. We are also working with our commercial advisors on what the assessment of disposal procees
could be, through the sale of land.
from Ann Haigh to all attendees: 12:33 PM
Individuals who live outside of Waltham Forest eg Buckhurst Hill need to travel by car at present
parking is frequently difficult withthe existing parking provision a reduction in the parking provision
gives cause for concern
from Adeeb Azam to everyone: 12:33 PM
proceeds*
from Delroy Dixon to everyone: 12:33 PM
What is the reasoning for the new hospital to have less beds than the exsisting hospital?

from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:34 PM
And will demolition be 'sustainable', i.e waste material reused for another project or throughout the
borough (idk, planters or footpaths or something?)
from ANNETTE SILTON to everyone: 12:34 PM
how will the Wolfson challenge affect the design of the hospital?
from Chris D to all attendees: 12:34 PM
Alastair - Will the consultation process involve an RIBA design review prior to submitting for
planning?
from H Liddle to all attendees: 12:34 PM
The plans for parks and gardens look beautiful and I'm sure will lift peoples spirits. Do you have
control over these after you have sold the land to different contractors for building homes.
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:34 PM
Will the new hospital reatin the services of a palliative care centre able to support spcialist staff
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:34 PM
Brilliant: fingers crossed you get a speedy partner but 2026 is pretty good timing
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:34 PM
what will happen with the old hospital
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:34 PM
in addition to quickly growing population there will be sbout 3000 more people a day using the
transport available. these are the new residents of the flats . indeed some might cycle to the local
stations or walk . so could assume about 1000 a day using public transport from the site.
from David McMahon to everyone: 12:35 PM
Hi Chris, green amenity space will be provided for the various residential tenures - affordable and
private in line with the requirements of the London Plan
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:35 PM

Could you post the online survey link in the chat please?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:36 PM
I'm blown away at the approach to consultation here, thanks so much
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:36 PM
please dont unmute me
from Nagina Ali to all attendees: 12:37 PM
is the car park free for all meaning staff as well
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:37 PM
I understand £250 ,million is being raised from sale of land to property developers . how much is
committed from government? how much of the £250 million is paying off Barts Health other debts ?
from Molly Hunt to everyone: 12:38 PM
Have your say: Complete the online survey
https://future-whipps-survey.co.uk/
Email us at FutureWhipps.BartsHealth@nhs.net
Call us on freephone 0800 307 7961
Engage using #FutureWhipps and @WhippsCrossHosp on Twitter
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:38 PM
Having given birth at Whipps recently I'd be interested in inputting into the maternity plans. Please
could you send more details of that
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:38 PM
will there be a water birth in the cabin
from Adeeb Azam to everyone: 12:39 PM
Hilda, we have not got a final number regarding disposal proceeds. Please be assured that all of the
disposal proceeds will be going towards the redevelopment of new Whipps Cross Hospital.

from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:39 PM
Did Deborah mean to say that PRIVATE rooms would be used (or single?)
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:39 PM
Alice, that would be great thank you
from George to everyone: 12:39 PM
Peterborough Road stretches from Lea Bridge Road to St James Lane, we are interested in the odd
number houses, which are on the side of the hospital, are any of these houses in danger of being
demolished and what about our gardens (e.g. view, noise, car parking) and if effected in what why?
Thank you
from Jane Harrington to everyone: 12:39 PM
I've only juts got in so sorry if this has already come up. But I am really really disturbed about there
being no dedicated palliative care ward/centre in the new Whipps Cross. The Margaret Centre was
crucial to my husband's care at one stage even though care at home was great for most of the time.
I would have literally gone top ieces without it. This question is already being asked I will listen to he
answer carefully!
from Bill Wright to everyone: 12:40 PM
will there be a centre for palliative care? or distributed beds?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:41 PM
what will happen in the birthing centre they need full privacy
from Patricia Gregory to all attendees: 12:41 PM
How many floors will the car park and the residential accommodation comprise?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:41 PM
Single rooms, great for so many, really appreaciete this
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:41 PM
A question what will happen with the old hospital building
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:42 PM

the issue of single rooms is ambiguous in the plans
. they are necessary for clinical reasons primarily
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:42 PM
@Jane I just asked that question. Deborah replied that they have a specialist pallaitive care nurse
consultant working on this. Didn't commit to a private unit, though
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:42 PM
@Jane I just asked that question. Deborah replied that they have a specialist pallaitive care nurse
consultant working on this. Didn't commit to a private unit, though
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:43 PM
how many operating thearteres will there be
from David Kearney to all attendees: 12:44 PM
If cars are going to be changing into electric cars in the future how is the hospital car park going to
support electric cars. Will there by charinging points and if so how many?
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:44 PM
will the hospital be set up and staffed for full 7 day a week service that is operations and outpatients
appointments evry day
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:45 PM
will there be a play area for kids
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:46 PM
I was told recently that the single rooms / gp /,midwife delivery in the maternity block are charged
for. 35 years ago they were free for women with no problems. very disturbing. how many beds /
private rooms will be revenue generating?
from Sue Mutter to everyone: 12:46 PM
Alice you are right -Deborah didn't mention a specific unit
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:47 PM

women need private areas so they can be naked and give birth
from Kay Mackay to everyone: 12:47 PM
Will there be a specialist emergency stroke centre? Will it be a trauma centre?Air ambulance
receiving centre?How many annual births are planned for compared to current?What level of
paediatrics is planned? Will there be a separate A&E for paeds ? Thank you

from Charlotte Fuller to all attendees: 12:47 PM
Will there be an aseptic compounding unit in the new build?
from Anthony Thorne to all attendees: 12:48 PM
With an aging population and the lack of access from outlying areas private car or taxi usage is in
many cases essential so demand will increase especially when access is required out of daylight
hours and the health and safety of patients and staff could be compromised?
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:48 PM
talk more about your birth centre
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:49 PM
will there be private spaces for women to breastfeed
from Noel Chapman to everyone: 12:49 PM
If plans are imminent to demolish the Old Nurses Home, what consideration are being given to the
bats that roost in the deserted buislings?
from deborah madden to everyone: 12:49 PM
Kay, there will be a seperate peadiatric emegency dept. As currently, our major trauma pathway and
air ambulance is at the Royal London, WX will remain a trauma unit as it is now. Stroke patients will
be accomodated at WX as they are now.
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:49 PM
will there set parking spaces for patients having reular treatment such as chemo therapy this
happens at queens

from Ann Haigh to all attendees: 12:50 PM
With the demographic changes inthe feed areas how will the new building reflect the needs
identified by the partner health agencies
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:50 PM
will each lift be a firefighting lift to aid evacuation if necessary
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:51 PM
Has the biggest question - the reduction of beds overall - been addressed yet?
from Jack Parker to everyone: 12:51 PM
Some bat housing on top of the car park to move them over?
from Nagina Ali to all attendees: 12:51 PM
the other thing that has happened is the older people can not use their pass befor 9am or in some
cases 9:30 so thery cannot use bus this will be diffiucet and if they have early moring appoitment so
they will use their cars how will this help them and less you get the transport to let them use bus
befor the times which are in place at the moment .
from Adeeb Azam to everyone: 12:52 PM
Hilda, we are not currently charging for maternity beds and please be assured that teh new hospital
will not include beds that charge or be revenue generating. The priority is to maximise the provision
of NHS beds for our local population.
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:52 PM
what is the host key
from Noel Chapman to everyone: 12:53 PM
What guarantees would be given to residents of Peterborough Road, West End Avenue, Halford
Road and Stacey Close, that uses of the newly planned Fille Brook Path will not become a vehicle
access route in future?
from Robert cole to all attendees: 12:53 PM
shouldn't you have a say on community care otherwise we will be back to bed blocking

from hilda varley to everyone: 12:54 PM
so am I right to say there will be no stand alone hospice unit. just 6 beds scattered through the
hospital and no dedicated team of experts in palliative care . will there be a team whose only
function is end of life care for those dying at home
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 12:54 PM
What additional funding will be made available to community services, to make up for the reduction
in beds?
from Sue Mutter to everyone: 12:55 PM
Disapointingly you seem to be right Hilda
from Samir Miah to everyone: 12:55 PM
how about LABS
from Delroy Dixon to everyone: 12:55 PM
I have no audio
from Paul Bell to everyone: 12:55 PM
Noel - the use of the Fille Brook route for pedestrians and cyclists towards the Lea Bridge Rd end will
be part of the planning approval and associated conditions to limit the use
from Anthony Thorne to all attendees: 12:57 PM
Why is space being sold off which could be used for future expansion what contingency has been
built into the plan for increased demand?
from Geoffrey Wolfson to all panelists: 12:58 PM
Where will the Phase 2 Car Park be located? And when will it be built? GW
from hilda varley to everyone: 12:59 PM
my understanding is good practice is to have in place all community provision eg GP, community
nurses, health visitors, residential care etc before any cut in beds. there is a national shortage off all
these staff. The issue caring for sick and elderly people and indeed new babies and mothers is
pushed down the line to others.

from Geoffrey Wolfson to all panelists: 12:59 PM
Thank you. Helpful.
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 1:00 PM
100% Hilda
from Samir Miah to everyone: 1:00 PM
can i come visit the hospital
from Noel Chapman to everyone: 1:00 PM
Paul Bell, thank you for your reply, promises to neighbours from the hospital trust have been made
and broken before, why should they belived this time .
from Robert cole to all attendees: 1:00 PM
why cannot you getcontractor to build housing on your behalf so you share in profits of selling
houses rather than selling land as profits are in the houses and you cpuld raise more funding and
control the speed at which the housing is built.
from ANNETTE SILTON to everyone: 1:01 PM
Wolfson Economics Prize- Planning and Designing the Hospital of the Future - how will this affect the
Whipps X plans -will the findings be taken into consideration?
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 1:01 PM
Totally agree with the theory/principle of keeping people healthy, or as well as they can be towards
the end of life, in the community Alastair, but it only works in pratice with additional investment
from hilda varley to everyone: 1:02 PM
I will check with my neighbour about charging for single rooms in the maternity unit.
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 1:02 PM
If there is a dedicated specialist pallative care on site, people won't feel like they're 'in hospital'
which is massive for dying people and their families. Not everyone can, or wants to, die at home
from Carol Wheeler to everyone: 1:02 PM

What about the Bereavment counselling service, I am a counsellor at wx.
from H Liddle to all attendees: 1:03 PM
Your answers to a reduction of beds still don't equate, especially with the huge increase in local
population and cuts to local authority budgets. Please would you send me the figures, including
financial, you are basing your projections on.
from Samir Miah to everyone: 1:03 PM
is this meeting finished
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 1:04 PM
Thanks for picking up on that Alastair. So there will be a dedicated space for specialist palliative care,
then. That would be wonderful
from Paul Bell to everyone: 1:04 PM
Wolfson Economics Prize - our team include designers that bring extensive international knowledge
of hopsital design and we continually look to maintain our knowledge of international best practice we are looking to bring that knowledge to Whipps Cross and as always are open to current and
future thinking
from Samir Miah to everyone: 1:04 PM
thank you all
from Samir Miah to everyone: 1:04 PM
bye
from Alice Fuller to everyone: 1:04 PM
Thank you for a useful and engaging session, and for answering the questions
from judy boyle to everyone: 1:04 PM
Thank you

